Crystal structures of two-dimensional magnetic colloids in tilted external magnetic fields.
The stability of different crystal lattices of two-dimensional superparamagnetic suspensions that are confined to a planar liquid-gas interface and exposed to a tilted external magnetic field is studied theoretically by lattice sum minimizations. The magnetic field induces magnetic dipoles onto the colloidal particles along its direction, whose strength can be controlled by the amplitude of the external field. The mutual interaction between the colloids is governed by dipole-dipole forces and a short-ranged repulsion having its physical origin at the presence of the colloidal cores. If the direction of the magnetic field is perpendicular to the liquid-gas interface, there is a purely repulsive interaction leading to stable triangular crystals. By tilting the external field, the interaction becomes anisotropic and a mutual attraction appears upon a threshold tilt angle. We have calculated the full phase diagram at zero temperature varying the tilt angle, the colloidal density, and the strength of the magnetic field. Apart from the triangular lattice we find a variety of stable crystal lattices including rectangular, oblique, chainlike oblique, and rhombic structures. We also present the accurate derivation of the Hamiltonian of two polarizable particles of finite arbitrary geometries in external magnetic and electric fields.